Clark County Quilters Guild
2021-2022 Class Descriptions
July 10, 2021: Texture Quilting Class
Christina Camel
This is a combination of the Free-Motion Textures
and Grid Quilting classes. Use free-motion and
walking foot quilting, separately or together, to
create delicious quilted textures. Christina shares
the principles of quilting for visual impact and
walks you through various approaches to organic
and geometric textures. Recommended text: Step
by Step Texture Quilting

August 13, 2021: **City Girl Chevron

Krista Mose
Not your sister’s Chevron Quilt! Do you want to make a
Chevron Quilt, but need a little more pizazz than the tried and
true? This fun take gives you the option of using multiple color
combinations in one quilt. Use gold accent strips to make
these Chevron diamonds sparkle. Or lay out your diamonds
light to dark for an ombre effect. This quilt is entirely strip
pieced and foolproof. No fussy piecing techniques. If you are
just getting into quilting, this would be a good next step on
your new quilting journey
**Krista is offering a discount on this pattern now –
Promo Code CCQG/CGC

August 14, 2021: **Vintage Windmill
Krista Mose
The Vintage Windmill pattern combines charming color combinations
with simple shapes to create a secondary design that is deceptively
easy. Use the Creative Grids 60-Degree Diamond Mini Ruler to cut
diamonds and triangles from strip sets, then arrange your colors to
create a one of a kind quilt with no Y seams! If you have been
wanting to break out of the same old quilting routine and try
something different, this pattern is just the thing. Great for beginners
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**Krista is offering a discount on this pattern now – Promo
Code CCQG/V

A full day workshop on Hand Quilting and
Hand Applique'. Barb will share her tips and
techniques for these time-honored
traditions in quilting, including stems and
berries. Both techniques are demonstrated
with some time for practice.

February 12, 2022: Make A Leap For It
Sandra Mollo
This is a raw edge applique art quilt with directions for
adding a small amount of ink or color pencil that make
the quilt really pop into a realistic art

March 11th and 12th: Boxes and
Beyond — Colleen Wis
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Boxes, both solid and hollow, appear to
oat in space. This optical illusion quilt is
an expansion of the familiar Baby Blocks
pattern. If you think Baby Blocks requires
hours of tedious hand piecing, try this
clever variation! This quilt is strip-pieced
and easy to assemble. No set-in corners!
Learn the tricks of value that make this 3-D
illusion work.
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October 16, 2021: Created By Hand –
Barb Vedde

Faces are fascinating! It's amazing how varied and beautiful humans are and
how the quirk of an eyebrow or the twitch of a lip can convey an entire range of
emotion.This lecture looks at faces made of fabric from the entire range of the
quilt spectrum. We will examine simple and cartoonlike funny faces, created with
free cut collage appliqué as well as carefully planned and exquisite photo realistic
gurative work.

Look at faces and gures made by quilters from around the world starting with
simple collage and moving towards more complex construction techniques. Lyric
will show you some of the process for her own gurative work and share her
sometimes up, sometimes down journey through the fascinating world of making
faces in fabric

May 14, 2021, am & pm class: Paint Your Shoes! – Lyric Kinard
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Turn a pair of leather or cloth shoes into
a wearable work of art
Give new life to your favorite old pair of
shoes by turning them into an amazing
piece of walkable art. Use textile paint,
sharpies, and paint pens to create your
own one-of-a-kind fancy footwear that
will make your toes want to dance!
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May 13, 2021: Playful Portraits – Lyric Kinar

